Attracting both tourists and local residents, the colorful azalea trail has been an annual project of Lafayette Jaycees for over 14 years. The delicate azalea blooms early each spring, flooding the region with flowers in a spectrum of various reds, pinks, whites, purples and salmons.

You'll be guided through 15 miles of city streets by numerous signs placed along the trail. Beautiful homes and historical points will add to the pleasures of your journey. Your self-guided tour may begin at any point along the trail.

The Azalea Trail includes the scenic Vermilion Bayou with bayou cruises aboard the Vermilion Queen twice daily during the trail.

Welcome to the 1988 Lafayette Jaycee Azalea Trail; may your journey be most memorable.
THE AZALEA TRAIL TOUR
Follow The Pink Line!

Contact the Chamber of Commerce or Tourist Information Center for more information.